
Rt 8, drederick, Ad. 21701 

10/2/69 

Dear Jim, 

Since reeding in the N.0. paper of your hospitalization I've been 
intending to write you, but the pressures of my own life frustrated it. The 
last twoetrips I made to your city apparently took a heavier toll on me that 
I then enticieated. Physically and emotionally they eere difficult. On the lest 
one, I just blecked-  nut for 6 while, e.short while. In doing it I suffered an 
impairment to my sense of-belence that has not yet returned to normal, and I 

injured a knee that veerently - prefers ctoninuine to annoy me. 

Since then I have been under medicelmiajunction: to take it easier, 
get more rest, etc., and- gradually I've gotten to the point where on most nights 
I get the generelly-recomeended amount cf rest. lest night, which is still this 
night, ie an exception, so I use the extra. time for what I intend as a word of 
cheer. 

The caper r,E-rertiee your release free tae hearAtel (if it cae be said 
that angtaine ie year papers is "rep.-e•tine), arrived yesterday. I hope tote means 
that you have recovered from whatever. is wrong, with your back. 

You have joined a rather lerge'brotherhoedeeI've just "celebreted" my 
30th year of eemberehip. Much of the time has been uncomfortable, but I cite the 
durotion es evidence cf a rather high survival rate. 

Back injuries, .liee women and friends, are of all diee,rent varieties. 
Some are worse than others. I am fortunate in sharing my life wits one not the 
worst, one With which I've been able to coexist once Ieeletermieed that, veto a 
lifetime to share, I'd be the master. Since reaching this conclusion, not a 
single thine that I've wanted to do nesle/ beck kept me from doing. 

Last weak, bending down for a light object, I kicked mine out again. 
For several days it was impossible for me to straighten up. Heeever, I kept up 
with my progrma of physical activities, deeiened, hopefully, to restore VMP of 
the muscles lost in five sedentary years. Although I had to do it sitting eiown or 
kneeling, I tock down two 30-foot trees end then, without a tractor, dregeed 
each 400-500 feet, to ehere trimming them out would make less of a mess oe the 
place. I do not know that caul Bunyann-would a rerove, and it must leek funny, were 
one to see a man swinging en axe while kneeling, sewing while sitting, but the fact 
is I did fell the trees. 

While I comet and do net pose as an expert on beck injuries, I do 
assure you that some seem much worse to begin with then teey actually ere. I  hope 
yours is of thip character. 

The most difficult thing for me it to etend still, in one position, as 
before a podium. But I have yet to find the audience that resented my sitting while 
I addressed it, as almost invariably I have. 



And I do hope, if and when the time for swinging in your campaign 
comes, you'll be bible to. 

My con ouqelt has been slowed somewnat by stretched pad-time and 
the physical activity, but it remains one of which I d' n-t shame. Aside from 
continuing inquiries and keeping up with the day-to-day work, I've completed 
two books. since I was last there. One, which runs not less than 200,000 words, 
is in the form of an addition to en earlier one not printed, COUP D'ETAT. This 
adeition deals with the King/Ray case alone. 'Several others, on which the 
research is completed, are in various stages of incompletion. My continuing 
investigations have bean rather fruitful. I think tiny hevn produced what ney 
eventually prove to be the most useful evidence yet. 

If it can be said the campeiga can be watched from your papers, I 
have been watching it sith some interest. Aside from my early newspaper ex-
perience, before I oust my first ballot I worked far '.iu Senate. So, I see 
politics as other non-participants often do not. The Washington Post, while 
finding you a very' dangerous men, -conceeds. For this' 17or'c of scholarship they 
assigned their top pcilltmat..investigatite reporter and the upgraded former 
chief of tueir natioaal desk. 

If I con read between tee Uwe accurately, deerlie ,e1rd began 
with the support of the local papers but didn't live up to teeir expectations. 
accuse I 7Kn.7,7,, lx:rsonully - 	 nivia been tol. it bj _Leeley 	the 
high regard they had for him, 1 find the States' endorsement of Connie' 
telling me Cherlie is done. As , read what Coneick see's, I reach other con-
flusions, and I em unimpressed with the protestations of his poverty. lie is, 
I feel, for from elone end, when he needs tee whereme-thell, will have it, 
probably in the streech, when suddenly he'll helve the TV money he needs. I 
reoell a number of elections in which new techniques .::ere developed for 
hurting the popular incumbent. Two ofhtne classics were uere in eeerylend. 
A nonentity, John Marshall eiutler, not Into te- Senate that way on one 
occasion. On another, basic changes were brought about in the form of government 
of tee county in ebich I then lited. 

Connick'8, I b,.-lieve, is non-local apon;,,crship. I believe I cen- nntici.- 
pate some of the last minute dirty-work. If it interests you, I can always get 
to a clear phone in e very short time, ten minutes et ,s_nst. I in not believe the 
W ix phones need be clear, however. 

So, I hope you are feeling well, that whatever hee happened te your 
back is not permanent, that it will not require surgery, end. teat zcu'll have 
the lest-minute mcsamee energy for a successful conclusion to tae cempelen. 

Good luck one beet regards to all. 

Sincerely, 

Harald Wieberg 


